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Detroit cop Axel Foley is delighted when he receives a surprise visit from his best friend Mikey
Tandino, who lives in California. Not long after Mikey arrives in Detroit, Mikey is killed, right in front
of Axel, by a man named Zack. Axel follows Zack to Beverly Hills, California, where Beverly Hills
police department Lieutenant Andrew Bogomil assigns Detective Billy Rosewood and Rosewood's
partner, Sergeant John Taggart, to keep an eye on Axel. Axel visits his friend Jenny Summers, who
works in an art gallery. With Jenny's help, Axel discovers that Zack works for Jenny's boss, Victor
Maitland, the man who owns the art gallery. Maitland is a drug kingpin who is using the gallery as a
front, and Maitland had Zack kill Mikey after Maitland accused Mikey of stealing some of Maitland's
bonds. With the help of Jenny, Billy, and Taggart, Axel does what he can to make sure Maitland and
Zack won't kill any more people. Axel Foley is a Detroit cop who after the murder of his friend travels
to California to investigate and track down the killer, who he believes operate an arts dealership as a
cover in Beverly Hills. He teams up with two reluctant detectives from the Beverly Hills police force
who were supposed to keep a watch on him, especially after seeing Foley's different approach to
tackling the situations which is not acceptable by the chief of the local police. Just imagine what a
dire movie this would have been, if Sylvester Stallone had accepted the part of Axel F. BHC was
intended as a Cobra style, highly serious action thriller. But when Sly pulled out of the movie, and
someone suggested a black lead, ie Murphy, the scripts were hastily re-written for his comic
talents...That didn't stop him ad-libbing throughout the film. Check out the scene in the art gallery.
Murphy and his co-star can barely contain their laughter.

And don't forget that great soundtrack by, amongst others, the Pointer Sisters, and Harold
Faltermyer...Whatever happened to him? Eddie Murphy, Judge Reinhold, John Ashton, Lisa Eilbacher,
James Russo, Steven Berkoff, Jonathan Banks, Bronson Pinchot and Ronny Cox star in this 1984
action-comedy. Murphy plays Detroit, Michigan cop, Axel Foley who is soon visited by his long-time
friend, Mikey Tandino (Russo) who has just got out of prison. Mikey reveals to Axel that he's been
working in Beverly Hills, California at an art gallery and has some bonds that he stole. When Mikey is
killed, Axel is determined to avenge him and heads to Beverly Hills for answers. He tracks the art
gallery owned by crooked businessman, Victor Maitland (Berkoff) and gets himself in trouble when
he tries confronting him. Axel meets and befriends cops, Billy Rosewood (Reinhold), his partner, John
Taggart (Ashton) and their superior, Andy Bogomill (Cox) who help him with his investigation.
Eilbacher plays Axel's other friend, Jenny Summers who works for Victor, Banks (48 Hrs.) plays his
right-hand man, Zack and Pinchot (Risky Business) plays Jenny's co-worker, Serge. Murphy & the the
cast are great in this and who can forget Harold Faltermeyer's excellent score. This is a good 80's
flick that's definitely one of Murphy's best I recommend. Beverly Hills Cop finds Eddie Murphy doing
what he does best: playing the shrewdest, hippest, fastest-talking underdog in a rich man's world.
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